CYBERSKIN:
★ made of a mixture of PVC and silicone, soft and
supple to the touch
★ wash with soap and warm water, or toy cleaner –
surface is porous, so you’ll need to guard against
getting infections from the bacteria and viruses that
get caught in the surface

★ made of long-lasting material that can retain body heat
★ more expensive than most other toys
★ surface is non-porous and hypo-allergenic (won’t irritate skin),
and so no bacteria or viruses will be trapped in them
★ can be cleaned with soap and warm water, or toy cleaner
★ can also be boiled in water or washed in the dishwasher,
as long as the toys don’t have any mechanical parts
★ check silicone toys for nicks or cuts which can occur over
time, and can trap bacteria and viruses
★ better safe than sorry…use a condom on silicone toys to
avoid transmitting bacteria or viruses.

HERE ARE SOME OTHER SAFETY TIPS TO REMEMBER:

★ always rinse your toys well after washing them with soap, bleach or toy
cleaner to avoid any irritations that can be caused by these chemicals
★ after washing sex toys, let them air dry instead of using a towel or
tissue to dry them
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★ never put electric or battery-operated toys under water (unless they
are built for that kind of use)
★ when storing them, take batteries out of battery-operated toys
to avoid leaks
★ use water-based or silicone lube on latex toys and with latex
condoms (oil-based lube will break down the material, and may
cause skin irritation)

★ after washing, sprinkle with a little cornstarch to
keep the toys feeling silky smooth
★ it’s always better for you to use a condom over top
of any toys, including cyberskin toys.

more safety tips:

★ never use silicone lube on silicone toys

GLASS:
★ made of long-lasting material that can retain body heat
★ more expensive than most other toys
★ surface is non-porous, so bacteria or viruses can’t get trapped
★ can be cleaned with soap and warm water, or toy cleaner
★ can also be boiled in water or washed in the dishwasher
★ should be checked out in bright light occasionally to ensure
there are no little cracks or chips
★ always store in protective case or bag to prevent breaking
★ use a condom on glass toys to avoid getting or passing
on infections.

★ never store two latex or jelly toys together – if they are touching,
the material will start melting
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